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Virtualization will be the most important trend for servers through
2012, but best practices are critical. Although the return on
investment (ROI) is compelling, virtualization can be implemented
badly in costs, management strategy, approach, architecture and
software.

Key Findings
• Virtual machine (VM) sprawl is potentially more dangerous than server sprawl.

• The cost of virtualizing your server architecture will change rapidly owing to increasing
competition in virtualization.

• Not all applications are ready for virtualization, and many software vendors don’t license or
price for virtual environments.

Recommendations
• Start small; think big: Deploy virtualization gradually, but have a long-term plan.

• Require an ROI: A rapidly changing market (with rapidly changing prices) requires building
a business case with rapid ROI – or waiting until prices moderate.

• Virtualize the right applications: Applications that are input/output (I/O)-bound are not
good targets – typically smaller older, packaged applications are perfect.

• Define your storage strategy: How and where you store virtual images and application
data affect the agility of your deployment.

• Understand software issues: Pricing and licensing will determine whether you can
virtualize an application and what hardware to purchase.

• Combine VMs effectively: Pool VMs according to service level and workload personalities
– having an environment that is flexible is more important than a perfect static
consolidation.

ANALYSIS
Gartner has had thousands of client interactions on x86 server virtualization since 2001, and
the most common questions revolve around best practices for starting a server virtualization
project. Based on more than 1,000 Gartner clients who are well on their way to a mature
virtualized server architecture, there are six basic best practices to consider before you start.
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1.0 Start Small, Think Big
OEMs and consultants will recommend large-scale server
virtualizations. This may help vendors, but the cost will be too
high; compared with the return, the pervasive (and unexpected)
management and process changes are often too difficult to handle
all at once (and frequently need to be changed after initial
deployments). Furthermore, cultural issues (internally and with your
users) will cause confrontations that could cause the project to fail.
Starting small is the right way to go.

Virtualization can reduce hardware expenses, power use and data
center space. To save money, you must deploy virtualization
instead of deploying new hardware; this reduces the amount of
hardware you were already planning to buy. Although there are
some administrative savings from VMware’s product offerings,
most users will have a slight net increase in administrative costs
for a year or so (while deploying and learning how virtualization
changes management). Savings don’t come until organizations are
more mature and have deployed new management tools (such as
a live migration tool to reduce planned downtime, or self-service
server deployment portals).

We often speak with clients who have deployed virtual server
capabilities only to find that business users are concerned about
sharing their servers. The “if you deploy it, they will come” strategy
often fails to attract users. The best approach is to find a willing user
or a specific project and concentrate on building a success story.

Metrics help prove the point; these include metrics for cost or
chargeback (often half, or less, than current costs), planned
downtime (could be reduced by at least half) and, especially,
speed of deployment (usually 30 times faster). Frequently, your
customers may be unaware that there is no disaster recovery (DR)
plan in place for their servers, but using virtualization to enable DR
is helpful. Likewise, it is easier to change the organization’s internal
culture and behavior if the IT professionals have time to absorb
how virtualization will change the way they work. Pilot projects
help IT professionals understand what works and what doesn’t
work well yet; the projects also help them make better decisions
on the speed and direction of server virtualization deployments.

Although starting small is important, it’s also important to think big.
Virtualization is seen as the solution for server sprawl. However,
owing to ease of deployment, the ability to snapshot images and
the abstract nature of VMs, VM sprawl is potentially a bigger and
more-insidious issue. It is important to plan ahead for centralized
VM life cycle management and accounting. Likewise, it’s
impossible to overstate the impact of virtualization on operational
processes. Virtualization changes virtually everything, but it’s better
to plan for these changes rather than react to them.

Having a strategic plan for server virtualization – what happens
next year and the year after that – helps avoid surprises that could
delay your plans, cause failures and have an impact on the overall

ROI of virtualization. It is important to understand that there are
two very different phases to server virtualization deployments. The
first phase focuses on server consolidation, cost savings and
increased hardware use. Deployed effectively, virtualization delivers
on that. However, the second phase is more strategically
important, more complex to implement and provides far more
value for the customer. In this phase, the focus shifts to delivering
new services (for example, DR based on VMs) or to improving the
quality and speed of service (for example, the rapid deployment of
virtual servers and planned downtime reduced or eliminated using
live migration tools). Understanding this evolution and having a
strategic plan to guide it are key.

2.0 Require a Rapid ROI
The number of VMs has roughly doubled every year since their
introduction in the mid-1960s, and Gartner expects the number of
VMs deployed on x86 servers to grow from 540,000 in 2006 to 4.2
million in 2009.

The VM market is dynamic, and there are many moving parts.
Competition is evolving and maturing rapidly, and this is having a
significant impact on business models and prices. VMware was the
sole vendor in the market for several years and built a high-quality
product with a high price tag. As competition improves and lower-
priced (or free of charge) alternatives become viable, VMware is
adjusting its prices. A price that looks good today won’t make
sense in one year. Gartner recommends that the business case for
server virtualization shows a full ROI in six months or less (most of
our clients achieved a rapid ROI). Generally, clients deploying 50
VMs or more in a year will be able to build a good business case.

If the equation doesn’t close this quickly for your enterprise, then
our advice is to wait – focus on pilot projects for now, or deploy
free solutions with little investment in management tools. Smaller
deployments tend to have a difficult time justifying their expense.
However, as the market matures, the cost of virtualization will drop
precipitously, and users will have more choices.

On the other hand, we are not advising to simply wait. If you can
deploy server virtualization with rapid ROI – even if the initial price
tag seems high – then it’s worth the investment. Although
alternatives will appear, there is no need to wait for them to mature
(spending extra money, expanding data center space and so on).

To ensure a rapid ROI, enterprises must execute virtualization
deployments not hardware acquisition purchases.

In building the business case, the cost factors include the cost of
virtualization software (including support), new management tools,
services to analyze your environment and deploy virtualization,
training or new skills, operating systems or other software on the
servers, storage re-architecture. The savings factors include the
cost of hardware (avoided), hardware maintenance costs, data
center power and cooling, and data center space.
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inadequacies in the information contained herein or for interpretations thereof. The opinions expressed herein are subject to change without notice.
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The benefits of virtualization should factor in and, for some
organizations, still might make deployment without a strong
monetary ROI worth it. For example, most x86 servers are not
protected by DR, and server virtualization makes it possible to
develop a DR solution for x86 servers at a much lower cost. Also,
the time it takes to deploy a server can be a server problem in
some organizations; thus, the ability to deploy a virtual server in
days rather than months might be worth the investment.

3.0 Virtualize the Right Applications
Not every application is a good choice for virtualization. In
particular, applications that have high I/O needs (heavy transaction
database servers, heavy e-mail servers) can be inefficient on VMs,
especially if competing with other VMs for the I/O bus.
Applications that are effectively using current hardware won’t
generate savings by being virtualized. Servers used in a
horizontally scaled environment (such as a Web or application
server farm) won’t benefit much from VMs. Virtualization can take
place in middleware, and many .NET, WebSphere or other Java-
based applications can be consolidated and relocated effectively
without VMs. The best applications to focus on tend to be older,
smaller packaged applications and more-CPU-bound than I/O-
bound.

Although test/development and other pre-production systems
were predominant targets for virtualization as recently as 2007, the
balance has swung to production systems. Most VMs are
deployed in production roles, usually in less-critical servers, but
increasing numbers of VMs are being deployed in mission-critical
roles. Leveraging high-availability techniques for VMs, creating DR
solutions with VMs and reducing planned downtime with live
migration tools for VMs makes it appealing to virtualize production
applications.

4.0 Define Your Storage Strategy
Deciding how and where to store virtual images and application
data are critical factors in determining how much agility you get
from virtualized deployments.

When deciding how to store your virtual images, if you store them
on direct-attached storage, then you will limit the ability to replicate
or recover those virtual images – especially in the event of a failure.
However, if you store your virtual images on a central storage
system (network-attached storage [NAS] or storage area network
[SAN]), then you have the flexibility to access virtual images from
any server connected to the storage system. You also can
leverage the replication capabilities of your storage system to
move the images to other storage systems; in effect, you can use
storage replication to create fault tolerance or DR images.

The second critical factor addresses where you store the data
used by the application running in the virtualized machine. If you
store the data inside the VM’s hard drive, then the entire VM
becomes an application container that can be moved as a whole –
there is no need to worry about the VM’s path to external data.
Alternatively, if the application data is stored outside the VM’s hard
drive, then you can manage the two entities separately.
Performance is a factor- virtual hard drives typically don’t offer the
same level of performance as an external storage solution.

An additional consideration is the use of an Internet Small
Computer System Interface (iSCSI) for NAS/SAN access. Because
the iSCSI runs over standard network connections, VMs can
initiate iSCSI access without the added complexity of accessing a
SAN over fiber channel links through the VM layer.

Many organizations choose different approaches for different use
models. For example, development may rely on a library of images
residing on direct-attached storage while production leverages a
NAS or SAN solution to hold the virtual images. Production use
must factor in fault-tolerant and/or DR technologies; organizations
using SAN-based replication for DR often take a different approach
than organizations using failover clustering. In short, the storage
strategy should embrace a holistic view of all requirements.

5.0 Understand the Software Issues
Virtualization has been such a rapid market trend that software
vendors are still in react mode in pricing and licensing for virtualized
environments and their support policies. As VMware products
gained a large installed base, users usually deployed them without
explicit support from the software vendors whose software was
being virtualized. Very early in the virtualization trend, Microsoft
created a policy of “no support,” which did little to slow the trend.
Microsoft’s large customers negotiated support from Microsoft
anyway, and smaller customers got Microsoft support from OEMs
and other service providers. Microsoft eventually changed its policy
and now supports users, if they are premier support customers.

Starting a few years ago, VMware worked with the independent
software vendor (ISV) community to get explicit support from as
many vendors as possible. For the most part, this effort has been
successful, but some vendors- for example, Oracle – have decided
not to certify their software on VMware. These vendors generally
have software that is I/O-intensive (thus, not a good fit), or they
have software that expects to self-tune based on the hardware
(and the virtualization layer makes this impossible).

Software pricing and licensing will remain problematic for the near
future. Products that are priced based on the physical capacity of
server hardware (and are licensed to a specific serial number) are
problematic and can increase your software bill if you virtualize
them on larger servers. Vendors know that they must find different
pricing models; however, the nature of this model eludes them, and
the idea of walking away from growing revenue as users virtualize
is difficult. Customer pressure, standards, measurement and
license compliance tools will help change this paradigm, but it will
be a while before software will be considered virtualization-friendly
in licensing. Until then, it is important to understand the ISVs’
pricing and licensing policies. Consider these questions:

• Can you migrate to another server?

• Can you reduce or increase the size of a VM?

• Can you add another VM on the same server?

• What if you decommission a server or power one down for an
extended period?
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ISV issues will be the primary factors keeping users on smaller
servers as they virtualize. As these issues start to be resolved (and
as the market gets comfortable with the stability of virtualization),
larger servers will become increasingly common.

6.0 Combine VMs Effectively
A number of service offerings will analyze your application portfolio,
tell you which are good virtualization candidates and suggest
consolidation mappings. Our advice is to take advantage of these
services, but don’t spend much, if any, money on them. Server
OEMs competing for your business are the most likely candidates
to provide this analysis at a low cost or free of charge.

The most beneficial value of these services is identifying
applications that are not good targets for virtualization owing to
size, amount of I/O or other factors. Besides these, service
offerings often are designed to break the first best practice – that
is, they are designed to virtualize many of your servers at once.

The implicit assumption is that your application portfolio is static,
which, of course, it is not. It is much more important to create a
process for dynamically allocating and reallocating server capacity
(using dynamic capacity planning and capacity allocation tools),
rather than a perfect, one-time consolidation mapping. Workloads
change, new workloads are deployed and workloads are
(sometimes) retired. Being able to deal with these changes –
without a new, one-time study – is important. You build this
expertise by starting small and building gradually.

In general, you will create several pools of servers that you
manage differently, based not on a specific application silo but on
service-level requirements and workload personalities. Applications
that have high service-level requirements should be managed as
such in a separate pool(s). Mixing applications that have high
service-level requirements with applications that are not critical is a
bad idea, increasing costs and the possibility that work on a less-
important application will cause an administrative error that brings
down the hardware or reduces the capacity available to the more
critical application.

Confine applications that tend to peak often or are growing rapidly
to their own pool of servers. These servers will tend to have more
excess capacity available (servers often run at 30% to 50%
utilization), go through more live migrations and have more
hardware upgrades (or additions). Without doing extensive

analyses, combining VMs with offsetting peaks can reduce
hardware requirements significantly. Conversely, applications that
are relatively static can be combined together in a different pool.
These servers tend to run at high use (50% to 70%) and will not
require much care and maintenance. Isolate dynamic change and
hands-on management to the smallest pool possible.

In general, remember that the goal of consolidation is to improve
hardware use and, therefore, to reduce costs. However, it doesn’t
pay to spend more money and talent administering systems to
squeeze the highest use rates; hardware is still less expensive than
staff. Therefore, if you aren’t sure of your hardware use rates, then
it is better to err on the side of providing a little more hardware
capacity rather than overanalyzing perfect hardware requirements.

Virtual server density is a “moving target,” different for every
deployment based on system size, application size, the amount of
I/O and other factors. However, in the bell curve of VM density, the
median is six VMs per socket – 12 VMs on a typical dual-
processor system. As multicore systems evolve, customers
become more comfortable with virtualization and software vendors
change their pricing/licensing, this density will rise. By year-end
2009, 16 to 20 VMs per system will be the norm.

IT managers must begin changing their thinking from delivering
servers to their customers to delivering services. Breaking this link
will be a critical factor in successful virtualization efforts.

7.0 Bottom Line
Virtualization will be the most pervasive and important trend in
servers through 2012. During this time, the immature server
virtualization market will mature, as competition with VMware
evolves and forces changes in pricing. Most enterprises can’t
afford to wait for the market to mature – server sprawl, data center
space and power problems are with us now. Gartner believes that
organizations deploying at least 50 VMs per year will be able to
build a business case with rapid ROI now. With the right
virtualization approach and strategy, and with a long-term plan on
the changes that virtualization will make to server management
processes and tools, enterprises will effectively leverage
virtualization now and will re-architect their servers to become a
more efficient, fluid pool of dynamic capacity. Not only will data
center space and power problems be resolved (at least
temporarily), but IT will become a much more efficient and flexible
provider of server capacity to its customers.
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